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we found the right materials, and the right team, and we started work in about 1991. we hired on the top people of the day—guitar hero, computer engineer, rock musician. it was always a good team. we turned out a battery powered, shock-free, wireless, low latency headset, which felt light and
comfortable. we could wear it for hours. but we could not find a form factor that fit it. what we envisioned was a small device, but the architecture of the displays, power supplies, and cooling were all huge. then, eight months into development, a graduate student at palo alto, jason pomerleau, came up with

the idea to shrink the displays—literally—reducing the height of the display and using existing, low power, flat-panel displays. and voila! we had a form factor we could work with. we could make it small! the pubg vr build will be extended to steamvr 2.0 in a future update. it's a pretty major addition, as it
supports up to a whopping eight people in the same vr room and lets you play while seated. though vr aficionados will likely stick with the steamvr 1.0 build, the xbox one version is the only version for now. but i'll be updating the guide soon to add more console references. i have to say that i'm personally

not a huge fan of ray tracing. sure, it's undeniably cool, but i get a bit giddy when it doesn't work, and like some of the others, i came to play first-person shooters like counter-strike and call of duty on this card. since it's ray tracing's first generation, it's a bit like seeing the first model of a car go on the road.
you're probably still going to buy it, but you're not really excited about owning it. don't get me wrong: the rtx 2080 founders edition is a monster performance gpu when you dial up 4k and beyond, but to my eye, it felt just a bit sluggish when i was testing it. it's not a bad feeling, but it's not what i was

hoping for. but like i said: nvidia continues to deliver a monster, and if you're on a budget, this is a worthy option at just under half the price of the gtx 1080 ti founders edition.
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the final product is easy to pick up: simply dock your vr headset and you're off and running in a third of the size of the original. don't let its size fool you, though: the game is better than the original, as well as my personal favorite shooter to date, destiny. the gtx 1080 founders edition lit up my office air at
the very high 50- to 60-degree celsius range, whereas the rtx 2080 founders edition never went much above 45- to 50-degree range. one user in our turtle beach day 0 review ran the rtx 2080 founders edition at 52-degree celsius in the card's thermal diode, pegging it at 79-degree celsius after the system
was booted. though it was running at very low settings in this scenario, which isn't ideal. (there's no information provided about the card's power use either.) "for those still interested in 4k vr gaming, without having to pay a premium for a 1080 ti, the gtx 1080 fe and rtx 2080 fe are the cards to get. and for
those who are just looking to play at 1440p, the rtx 2080 fe might be the better option than the 1080 ti founders edition, seeing as it's much cheaper. for those looking for 1440p gaming at 4k, the gtx 1080 fe is the way to go. i think these are some of the best 1080 fe cards i've seen at their prices and you

can't beat the value," even with a 1080 ti, the rx 580 still offers a better gaming experience. for users who can't upgrade, the rx 570 should suffice for the foreseeable future. for users who want future-proofing, the rx 580 should be considered, but there's no need to break the bank to do so. for tech savvy vr
enthusiasts, a future-proof platform is what they're looking for. the gtx 1080 founders edition is meant to serve as a gateway drug to vr gaming. this should be understood as a gateway to the full 10k to 4k future (with more resolutions coming later). the gtx 1080 founders edition isn't a vr gaming card per-

se, and it's not a founders edition card in the same way that the 10-series is a founders edition card. that's probably why the founders edition cards have superior cooling and are priced better than the standard 1080 (which it's clearly intended to replace). 5ec8ef588b
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